Purpose: (1) to help those with little or no formal training in medical education have a central, easily accessible and organized resource to improve teaching skills; (2) to provide a repository for a variety of multimedia material, realizing that teachers and learners may have many different needs and learning styles.
Finding and using the Medical Educators Resource Guide (MERG)

MERG is in Blackboard

(1) If you do not have a Blackboard account, you’ll need to get one. Here’s how:

You can do this via the Miner Library website or via the Medical Education URMC page.

From the Miner Library website:
- Click on “Blackboard Support”
- Click on “Request an account”
- Follow instructions

From URMC home page:
- Click on Education
- Click on Faculty Development – Medical Education
- Click on Medical Educators Resource Guide
- Click on the link that says “If you do not have a Blackboard account, click here to create one”
- Follow instructions

(2) LOG into your Blackboard Account

(3) Locate MERG in Blackboard

Click the “Courses” tab toward the top of the page.

In the search box, type “Medical Educators Resource Guide”

(4) Enroll in MERG

Simply click on the “Enroll” button

(5) Use MERG!